UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
______________________________________________________________________________
Hello – My name is Laura. I am 23 years old. I started using PatulEND® last week, and I have a
couple questions for Dr. Bartolomeo. First of all, I want to say thank you! Dr. Bartolomeo, you
have given me my life back Three years ago, I was diagnosed with Medulloblastoma (brain
cancer). After having brain surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy, I am now cancer free;
however, I am left with Patulous Eustachian Tubes, as a result of cranio-spinal radiation. I have
been dealing with PET for two years. PET was with me all day. It was that annoying friend that
never went away. It was with me from the moment my feet hit the floor each morning until I
went to sleep at night. PET was with me during my classes at college, during my senior thesis
presentation, during my college graduation, during my first job interview, and through the first
several weeks of my first job in the communications field, which is not PET friendly (no pun
intended). I struggled with PET in both ears every waking minute of the day, and it was taking a
serious toll on my life. In June (2014) I had a surgery at the […] Clinic in the hopes of finding a
solution to my PET; however, the surgery failed.
Then, I decided to try PatulEND®. PatulEND® has given me my life back. Dr. Bartolomeo, you
have helped me feel alive and normal...something I never thought I would be able to feel again.
I wish I could meet you in person. I live in West Virginia, so I don't think it is likely we will ever
meet. Thank you for your time! Sorry for all the questions and lengthy e-mail.
Laura K. – West Virginia
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D. – The drops are working!!! Thank you so much for the ear drops! I feel like I have my life
back.
I can communicate, listen, sing and play music again! I've had PET for about a year and a half
(symptoms my whole life but only affected my life negatively in the last year and a half). I
stopped playing music and hanging out with my friends. Concentrating at work was extremely
difficult.
I started taking the drops about 2 weeks ago and the symptoms have improved drastically.
Thanks again and I will spread the word.
Happy trails!
Zach B. – Montana
______________________________________________________________________________
Good evening Dr. D! – I´m living in Germany, so please excuse my English. I`ll try my best. I
[have been] suffering from [an] extremely patulous Eustachian Tube [for] years. My left
Eustachian tube is completely open. It`s pure horror. The right one also started causing problems.
First I went to different ear specialists, asking for help. I always got the same answer: I can´t do
anything for you. There´s no medication, no method, nothing.
I was completely devastated. I heard my own breath and my own words very loudly in my
ear/head. I couldn`t concentrate on my work and I became depressed and frightened.
Accidentally I found a German publisher`s homepage. They have done active research for PET.
They gathered all results they could find. One result was PatulEND®!
My husband was so concerned about my situation, so he ordered the first […] PatulEND®. I was
sure it wouldn`t help me so I ignored it for several days in our refrigerator ;-).
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I was afraid it wouldn`t help. To cut a long story short, I had zero expectation that my first
dosage would do anything, so I cannot describe how excited I was. It worked!
[For] the first time I had my peace for 14 days! Fabulous. It was a miracle and I started living
again. Since that day I [have used] PatulEND®.
[…]
The best wishes from Bavaria from a PET-victim!
Bettina A.-A. – Germany 8/28/2018
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D. – The PatulEND® drops literally changed my life! I’ve been using them about 2 months
or so, and they work perfectly! I can't thank the Ear Foundation enough. The fact I have a way to
control my patulous Eustachian tube dysfunction, is the best feeling in the world.
Alexis B. – Montana (2018)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dear Joseph – We have been back home in […] Switzerland for the last few days, in time to say
thank you again for the time you took to see my daughter when we were in Santa Barbara. The
drops you prescribed helped to get rid of the swelling and my daughter felt better after a couple
of days after leaving visiting you. We enjoyed our trip through California a lot and I learned
many things about civilization in education.
Personally, I did like the US Culture very much. People, including you, were so friendly. For us,
this is very special. E.g. I have never been hugged by an MD in Switzerland. I was impressed
how much time you took to examine my daughter and I was thankful that at the end everything
turned out well. […] I wish you all the best.
Yours,
Urs H. – Switzerland (2018)
______________________________________________________________________________
Hello Dr. D – I just want to let you know that it only took a couple treatments for the condition
to clear up in both ears and I have not been bothered in a few months at all…it was getting to be
a nightmare as I did a lot of public presenting, plus I am a musician and singer, and on top of
hearing loss and an Acoustic Neuroma, a brain tumor, that I had treated six months ago with a
Gamma Knife. It is great to have a genuine health success these days.
Of course I realize that the condition may reappear but at least I know there is a fix for me, and
being happy now is all that matters.
Thank you again…
Robert F. – Missouri (2018)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dear Dr. Di Bartolomeo – I wanted to thank you so much for the PatulEND® Plus Nose Drops.
I was lucky to speak to you back in February when you picked up the phone in your office. We
shared a nice conversation about my situation and your son. I learned much about you in that
brief amount of time, sincere, educated, and a nice sense of humor.
I had a dental procedure done on Jan 30th which I believe brought on PET, which I started
[treatment for] February 16th. I was lucky enough to fall upon your website at the Ear
Foundation and then talk to you back on Feb 14th. During our conversation you questioned
whether I had recent dental work done. Of which I had. It has now been a little over 5 weeks of
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using your serum and I am getting some nice results, which you mentioned it might take two
months. I am so grateful for the healing that is starting. Thank you so very much.
I am going to order some more PatulEND® to take for a few more months to continue healing.
Thank you again for your invention and help in this matter.
Sincerely,
Deborah M. – California (2018)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dear sir or madam – Good morning! First of all I'm so happy to find this wonderful drop ---PatulEND®. It gives me my life back. Thank you so much.
I had very severe autophony all day long since a year ago after wisdom teeth extraction. Now
I've used it for two months, I just use it twice a day no matter I have symptoms or not. Now some
days I have no autophony AT ALL! And some other bad days maybe I'll just have one or two
intermittent episodes which won't last more than an hour.
Have a nice day!
Yours, Ginny W. – China (2018)
______________________________________________________________________________
Hi – I am writing this from Australia on behalf of my daughter Amy who received PatulEND®
drops about 10 days ago.
The medication was an instant success and the only issue remaining is learning to optimize the
dose. She is elated at this stage after suffering and having her life limited for the past 15 years.
She is optimistic that the treatment will stay working going forward.
Her right ear was the most affected and it worked immediately on the first administration. It was
more difficult to control the left ear which is tending to stay fully blocked but she is hoping that
will resolve.
There appears to be limited knowledge of this condition by local ENT specialists here who gave
a very pessimistic prognosis and until the end were unable to accurately diagnose the condition.
She ultimately diagnosed herself and then it was finally confirmed.
She sends her thanks for the product and prompt shipping.
Regards
Greg O. – Australia (2018)
______________________________________________________________________________
For those who have difficulty in using PatulEND®. Don't give up, it works. It took a long time
for me to get the drops in the right place. Now I can finally do it so that it works rather quickly.
In the beginning, I used 4-6 drops to feel it close. It finally did. Now I still use 3 drops and
sometimes 1 more to feel its effectiveness. I've heard that a medicine dropper works too. Now
that I have the knack the closure lasts longer too. Good luck! Don't give up!
Pam W. – Pennsylvania (2018)
______________________________________________________________________________
Hello Dr. DiBartolomeo – I tried your product, “PatulEND®.” I was so impressed that I called. I
have been a medical transcriptionist for 25+ years and have had problems with my left ear for at
least 15 years. My hearing has been very muffled on that side, my own voice when I speak
echoes loudly in my head, and my breath sounds are very loud as well. My ENT tried 3 PE tubes
with little success, so basically I have just had to live with it. This problem has affected my
social life and caused me to be more reclusive and not interact with people because it is so
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embarrassing to ask people to repeat and then I still don't hear what they said! Finally, after
being on the brink of trying a hearing aid, I visited my ENT one last time and he diagnosed me
as having patulous Eustachian tube, or a tube that is open all of the time. He suggested that I visit
your website as he had heard of your success with your supplement, “PatulEND®,” for this
problem. Following is my testimony:
“Over the past 15 years, I have suffered from the symptoms of patulous Eustachian tube,
meaning that my Eustachian tube is open all of the time. My hearing got so bad that it
ruined my social life and made me want to stay at home, because it was so embarrassing
to ask people to repeat everything they said!
In addition, I suffered from listening to my voice echo loudly in my head and hearing my
own breath sounds.
People would also say they could not hear me because I was actually speaking very
softly.
Finally, I went back to my ENT physician and he recommended that I check out your
website at ‘www.earfdn.org' and read about, ‘PatulEND®.’
It sounded too good to be true, but I ordered ‘PatulEND®.’ It arrived in just 3 days - fast
and dependable service! Well, I tried it following the instructions carefully and it took
literally only one application for my hearing to be completely restored. It was like a
miracle!
The next time I went to the gym I was able to clearly hear my friends speak and actually
thought they were talking loudly! I use it once a day and it keeps on working perfectly.
Thank you for creating “PatulEND®” as it has totally changed my life!”
Thank you, Dr. Di Bartolomeo, and let me know if there is anything else I can do to help get the
word out.
Joni R. – Oregon (2018)
______________________________________________________________________________
Hi – I have ordered this solution before with great success for my left patulous Eustachian tube.
It works great but stings so badly I have to convince myself to use it.
I am also a physician and have brought this product to the attention of my ENT who has spread
the word.
Laura B. – MD, New York (2017)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dear Dr. Di Bartolomeo – When I came to your office on August 29th, I was about as frustrated
as I have ever been with a medical condition. As I am in very good health, generally, I rarely get
sick or have a health issue. But, I have been going crazy with this ear condition, for the past three
weeks, that makes me feel and hear as though I am under water. I referred to is as my ears being
clogged…It is so frustrating!!!!!!!
I went to my general MD and he said it was inflammation, so he put me on decongestants, Afrin
and Nasacort…which only worsened the condition. As I am a real estate sales agent, my ability
to work and listen and focus was seriously affected. I could not concentrate and was frustrated
after weeks of trying to “clear” my ears. It had become an obsession.
I was pleasantly surprised when you seemed to know, immediately, what was causing the
condition. The questions you asked were accurate to a T and you knew exactly how I was feeling
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and explained what was causing the ear issue. The Eustachian Tube was dried out – and the
situation was being exacerbated by the decongestants and nasal sprays I was instructed to use.
You introduced me to PatulEND® and, while in your office, with the use of the drops and the air
pressure mechanism that you used, I could actually hear clearly again. But, slowly the opening of
the tubes started, again, and slowly, I was once again under water.
As I am a member of the club of Instant Gratification, I was disappointed that the medication did
not permanently cure the issue with one dose. But, within a week, I am gratified to have periods
of time after applying the drops that my ears are clear and feel confident that, in time, the
PatulEND® drops will heal the Eustachian Tubes and my hearing will return to normal.
Now, after two weeks, I have begun to have more times of ear clarity and continue to use the
drops and the spray to heal the tubes. You are a life saver and I thank you very much for your
continued years of research to come up with this solution.
Most Sincerely,
Susan C. – California (2017)
______________________________________________________________________________
OMG, this stuff actually works!!! Thank you so much!
Robert F. – Missouri (2017)
______________________________________________________________________________
Hello Dr. – First of all, I want to thank you. You have no idea of how incredibly well
PatulEND® has worked for me. I am 19 years old and I've had this issue of my ears popping
open for about 11 years. Recently it got worse and PatulEND® has literally saved my life.
Honestly, thank you. I want to meet you again!
Krish C. – New York (2017)
______________________________________________________________________________
Thank you very much. I have been using it daily, in the morning and at night and I have had
amazing results! The autophony is completely gone.
Karen K. – Connecticut (2017)
______________________________________________________________________________
When great men suffer, the rest of us rejoice.
Thank you does simply not cut it for Dr Di Bartolomeo.
I send him, and his colleague the late Dr Ives, mine anyway. Dr Di Bartolomeo is a genius. I
hold in my hand the greatest thing I have ever or will ever own, my bottle of PatulEND®. It is
priceless. I will always remember Dr Di Bartolomeo.
Medical background: Hashimotos disease and subsequent massive weight gain and then loss post
treatment, skin stretch damage, skin dryness/"death", hair loss, metabolic shutdown due to gut
infection... and another likely gift from weight loss: the Patulous Eustachian Tubes (involving
constant pressure fluctuation, feeling underwater, autophony, pops and clicks, and some sort of
ability to even move/squeak drum or something in there?) and an ENT who basically wrote the
tinnitus off as run of mill hearing loss and told me to go away with a smile somewhere near the
condescension of an old hand.
All of the above uncomfortable PET symptoms however were nothing in comparison to the
Tinnitus which affected my mental and physical health and reminded me of my brokenness
daily. Dr Di Bartolomeo just cured me of it.
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I no longer desire to drop dead in my sleep because of PatulEND®. It ended the pressure
fluctuations and all aforementioned symptoms of my PET but most importantly for me, it also
smashed the two cement shoes around my feet that was the 3 year constant Tinnitus. I was
getting ready to step off the pier.
I refuse to cry because I might never stop, I'm so beside myself happy. I still need to lose another
20kg and understand it may come back but even one day's break from tinnitus is priceless. So far
I've had 3.
I'm off to make an online post that it worked for me.
Thank you so much
Sincerely,
Ms H. – Australia (2017)
______________________________________________________________________________
Hi – I am cured after using it in 2015.
Jenny K. – Singapore (2017)
______________________________________________________________________________
Hello – I just wanted to pass on my thanks to all at The Ear Foundation; you've saved me from
going absolutely crazy with this extremely annoying condition! Its early days as I only started
using PatulEND® but it's given me my life back, I can't thank you all enough really.
Bonita W. – United Kingdom (2017)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D. – It is the only thing in ~10 years that has actually done anything for my PET and I will be
raving to my ENT. Thanks for your work/product!
Nicholas Z. – New York (2017)
______________________________________________________________________________
I just had to write you and not only share my awesome results using PatulEND®, but to also
offer my deepest appreciation for making and offering the product.
For a couple years of my life I have suffered the effects of PET, and went to a few doctors who
wasted my time and hundreds of dollars, and made me endure treatments and procedures that did
nothing. But PatulEND® worked!
I plan on finishing out my first and possibly only bottle needed and then see if I might still need
little refresher doses from time to time. But for now I can say that within less than one small
bottle my symptoms are gone. It seems like a miracle to me!
Thanks again, and God bless the doctor who invented it.
Greer H. – Pennsylvania (2017)
______________________________________________________________________________
The drops have been a true blessing. I have suffered horribly from ETD and Meniere’s Disease
my whole entire life. With these drops, my symptoms have vanished 99.99%.
I am so very, very grateful. I now have a true quality in my life.
Thank you for all you do.
Angie D. – Texas (2017)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D – I received my bottle of PatulEND® last Friday and it has restored my quality of life!
I literally spent months and thousands of dollars trying to get relief from PET.
PatulEND® has worked even better than I hoped.
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Jeremy E. – Iowa (2016)
______________________________________________________________________________
I just wanted to let you know that this latest “batch” of PatulEND® has worked very well! I am
on my 6th “good” day since taking my first dose this past Monday. It really stung, but that has
always been a good sign. This is the first time in MONTHS that I’ve experienced so many
“good” days together.
Thanks so much,
Peggy J. – California (2016)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D. – Thank you. He just completed the order form for 2 bottles to be sent to me.
This product, PatulEND, has literally saved my sons life.
He was being tortured by this condition.
Thank you for your dedication to relieving suffering for this awful condition.
Diane B. – Pennsylvania (2016)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D. – I received my first order of PatulEND® last October, 2015 and tried it for the first time
on my birthday. The results were dramatic and the best birthday present I could ever receive.
Exactly one week later I met with […] a physician you suggested because of his familiarity with
PET. His suggestion to me for moving forward was to continue taking PatulEND®.
Before using PatulEND® I was experiencing 6 to 8 episodes a day. Now three months later, I
have gone as long as 8 days between episodes, but the average has been about every 3 to 4 days.
My sanity has been restored and I am so grateful.
I will be calling to reorder in the upcoming week. My thanks go out to Dr. Di Bartolomeo and
The Ear Foundation. Sincerely,
Karen S. – Illinois (2016)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr D. – I have suffered for several years with PET dysfunction.
I have seen ENT's with no positive results. Two months ago I found you on the internet and
placed my first order, why not, I've tried everything else!
The order was received the next day. With the very first dose, my tube closed within 30 seconds.
It was unbelievable.
I've now ordered my third bottle. I started with daily use, now only use when necessary.
Thank you for giving me the key to release me from my dark and dreary dungeon.
Not only do I thank you but my family thanks you. I'm back to being human again.
Please don't ever go away
Terry L. – Florida (2016)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. Di Bartolomeo – PatulEND® is literally a life saver. I have posted on other boards and
recommended your product on my own in the past via YouTube and personal e-mails but I have
never responded directly to you guys. Thought I would take this time after seeing the added
testimonial section... I've had PET since I was a kid in both ears and had an incredibly difficult
[time] both explaining my condition to people and getting them to understand and diagnose me
correctly.
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It was bittersweet when I finally figured out what I had on my own because it finally had a name
but disappointing in that there was no real cure.
That was until I learned about the PatulEND® drops which, after some figuring out, have
proved indispensable to me in living a normal life free of the anxiety and frustration that PET
induces. Don't want to get too lengthy but thanks for everything you guys do! You probably
won't be in the news but you are making a difference.
Alex R. – Ohio (2015)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D. – Your product is great -- I've been using it for 2 weeks and I am beginning to see
noticeable improvement in my condition, which I've had for 1 1/2 years. I am very grateful.
All my best,
Cynthia W. – New York (2015)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr Di Bartolomeo – I wanted to thank you for the amazing medical care you provided to me in
regards to my Patulous [Eustachian Tube] condition. Your personalized service combined with
52 years of practice are a rare combination. I feel very fortunate to have discovered your practice
on the internet and am very relieved to be using the PatulEND® drops which are truly effective.
I look forward to my follow up appt. with you next month.
With gratitude,
Cameron F. – California (2015)
______________________________________________________________________________
Hi there. – The first 2 times I used PatulEND® I felt like I didn't hit the right spot as it just burnt
the back of my throat instead. So I waited until the next day to give it a go again. Come
sometime in the afternoon my PET had appeared so I tried again and could feel it as it covered
the opening of my Eustachian tube, the pain was intense but I could tell it done something. The
next day I carried on with my job, waiting for the PET to appear as it always would in the
afternoon, but it never did. This was the first day in a very long time that I had relief from this
horrible disorder and felt like I had my own head back, with no fullness feeling and off putting
autophony. I didn't use the product again for about 4-5 days until the PET came back again, so I
re-applied it which gave me about another 5 days of relief.
I'm so grateful that there are people out there making a product that gives me relief from this
problem which has lifted a weight off my mind and given my life back.
Many many thanks.
Matt D. – United Kingdom (2015)
______________________________________________________________________________
I received my PatulEND® yesterday and applied it immediately. I had been performing a music
gig earlier and the autophony made it extremely difficult to sing. The symptoms appeared as
soon as we began performing and lasted well after we finished, a period of about 5 hours. As
soon as I applied the drops, the autophony and rushing air sound subsided. I was able to hear
myself sing normally. It was an immediate relief. I was able to sleep tonight without hearing my
pulse rushing in my ears.
I have been outside today working in the yard which usually brings an onset of the autophony
and so far…NOTHING! I used the drops yesterday afternoon and again before bed, and this was
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the first time in years that I did not hear my pulse throbbing in my ears when I lay down. No PET
symptoms at all today.
Thanks,
Robert G. – North Carolina (2015)
______________________________________________________________________________
Hi – I ordered PatulEND® drops from you last year. After several months of using the drops the
condition went away, much to my delight. Your website & drops have been a godsend to me.
Wishing you continued success.
Sinead K. – Ireland (2015)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D – Thank you so much for my PatulEND®!
I do not want to live without these wonderful drops!
Susann B. – California (2015)
______________________________________________________________________________
Hey guys – I just wanted to report that I have noticed huge improvement only in 6 days. This
product is amazing, thank you, thank you! Words can't explain how grateful I am as someone
who loves sound and music production. Hopefully it seals the Eustachian tube forever.
Once again thank you so much, I will report when I get to 100 % improvement.
Filip – Australia (2015)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dear Dr. J. Di Bartolomeo – I received the nasal drops for PET Friday and used them for the first
time yesterday. They worked to stop the autophony and breath sounds in my left ear giving me a
few hours of relief, but it would come back. So, I used them 3 times. That was yesterday and
today I have had no symptoms in that ear ALL DAY! That hasn't happened in months!
Thank you,
Mary B. – Michigan (2015)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr D. – My wife is using these drops and her condition is improving.
Many thanks,
Alan B. – Australia (2015)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D. – I received my order 3/13 and have been using it at least once daily. As noted, the first
administrations caused a stinging/burning sensation. The results were wonderful, with up to 10
hours of relief from my PET. I've been applying the drops within 2-3 hours after waking and
experience significant relief for hours. I have been quite impressed with my quick response since
I just received my order on 3/13. I was expecting it might be at least a month or more before I
had any benefit. (this email was sent on 03/16, indicated relief within 3 days)
Ron A. – Colorado (2015)
______________________________________________________________________________
Hello – The bottles arrived 3 days ago. Thank you for the quick delivery to Germany. I applied
the drops now since the three days and I feel much better. Thank you. On a scale from 1 to 6 (1 is
the best) I would rate my feeling with 2. Before it was often like 5 to 6.
Sincerely,
Felix – Germany (2015)
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______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D – Thank you so much. PatulEND® is saving my mental life. I have autophony on both
sides, but the last year I only needed PatulEND® once every two to three week. I used it once
and twice a day at the beginning. Now a once a day and I can have relief up to a forth night.
Bjørn A. – Norway (2015)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D. – I don’t know how I could get through the day without PatulEND®. It has literally saved
me.
Thank you from the bottom of my heart!!
Julie J. – South Carolina (2014)
______________________________________________________________________________
Hi...it’s started working!! – After 69 years I can almost eat and talk without unbearable noises. A
lifetime of social anxiety and avoidance seems to be lifting finally. In the past I have tried
grommets, Teflon operations twice, even blue tac on both eardrums and none made any
difference. Now hopefully the years I have left can bring me some enjoyment. I have been using
the drops for 4 weeks now and while there are some left I am going to order another bottle as I
don’t want to run out, ever! As both ears are affected the drops go twice as fast for me.
Many thanks.
Jeanette W. – United Kingdom (2014)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D – I have had this amplification in my right ear for over two years now.
It was caused by a doctor taking samples in my throat, looking for oral cancer and giving me
TMJ. I am just now beginning to be able to chew solid food.
The doctors I have seen tried many things to get rid of this amplification, with no help.
A doctor […], after trying another nose drop, told me to try your product.
I was amazed at the results of the first application, the amplification was gone.
The first application lasted all day.
I have ordered another bottle, with hopes of a lasting cure.
Thanks for your help.
Robert S. – California (2014)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D – My problems with a patulous right Eustachian tube started a year ago after a long flight.
I thought it was just the opposite problem...took Sudafed, etc. and probably made the problem
worse. I was diagnosed as having PET problems. Things started to respond after 2-3 weeks after
an audiologist suggested PatulEND® and at this point I’m having no problems.
Thanks for your work on PatulEND®. I hope it has helped others as it has apparently done for
me.
J.R., MD – California (2014)
______________________________________________________________________________
Hi – I wanted to thank you for PatulEND®. My problem of more than a year has been resolved!
No more autophony for the past few days.
Blessings,
Jenny – Singapore (2014)
______________________________________________________________________________
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Hi – My name is Jacob F. I suffered for 14(!) years from PET. Every time I had the symptoms I
couldn't speak or breathe. It was so frustrating, even my relationships would suffer as I'd become
withdrawn and edgy. It only got worse. A few times I went to ENTs but they failed to diagnose
me. I searched online, and when I first heard about the PatulEND® I was skeptic, but the
situation was so bad that I thought I might as well try it as I've got nothing to lose and everything
to gain. I've been taking it two weeks now, it's literally a lifesaver. Thank you so much. I thank
[you] daily. I can socialize, learn and talk. Amazing!!
Jacob F. – New York (2014)
______________________________________________________________________________
To whom it may concern – Earlier this year I received an order of PatulEND® after suffering for
many years [from] the symptoms of Patulous Eustachian Tubes in both ears. I continued to use
my PatulEND® daily.
At first, I required it twice a day and after a few weeks [I] found that just once, first thing in the
morning, was enough. For the first time, I was getting some relief from my symptoms! Once the
expiration date was up on my bottle of PatulEND® (after approx. 3 months) I discontinued use
and thought I'd see how I went without it for a few weeks before re-ordering.
It has now been 6 months and I am STILL (for the most part) symptom free!! Only a couple of
times during this last 6 months have I felt some (much milder) symptoms.
I cannot explain how grateful I am to have found out about PatulEND® and your great work at
the Ear Foundation! It has improved my day to day quality of life hugely!
Thank you so much for all of your hard work!
Riina – Australia (2013)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dear Doctor – Thank you so much for the bottle of PatulEND®. It has changed my life!
I have over the last two and half years seen about 5 different doctors to whom I complained
about having a plugged ear. Some treated me for that which only made my ear and condition
worse. Finally, I changed allergists and went to […] Medical Center and saw Dr. […] who at
least had enough sense to send me to an ear specialist […]. It took her about 5 minutes to
diagnose my problem, a patulous Eustachian tube. She also gave me the bad news, that there was
nothing much they can do for it but estrogen nose drops and potassium iodide oral. I tried the
estrogen drops to no avail. I am scared to take the potassium iodide after reading the possible
side effects.
I started researching the condition on the internet and that is how I found you. I was just about
ready to fly across the country to see you until I discovered I could order your mixture from you
online. I have used the mixture for about a week and have great success with the product. I do
find that I must use it every day but am hoping that eventually I won't have to. Also, [I] found
your video and written instruction on proper application most helpful. [I can] certainly
understand that if not applied properly the drops will not work.
Again, thank you so much for your time and efforts in this research. Please don't stop making it,
as I will probably need another bottle eventually. God bless and have a great day.
Sincerely,
Helen – North Carolina (2013)
______________________________________________________________________________
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Thank you for the PatulEND® drops. I have used the drops [for] six months. First 2-3 times a
week, and now 1-2 times a week. I noticed a relief at the first time I used drops. Now the relief
is great.
I am able to live normal life.
With kind regards.
Inkeri M. – Finland (2013)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dear Dr. Di Bartolomeo – I have been taking SSKI intermittently for a few years as needed for
echoing. The side effects of the horrible taste left much to be desired. After 3 months of no relief
I called the […] clinic and they sent me the information about PatulEND®. After I received the
PatulEND®, in about 3 weeks I got relief. What a blessing.
In August I again got the horrible echoing. With the new PatulEND® it took about two weeks
for the echoing to stop. What a relief. I thought I would share my experience with you.
Thanks for your concern,
Betty D. – California (2013)
______________________________________________________________________________
Hi! – I have used PatulEND® supplement for 1.5 months and it has been very helpful.
God bless You!
Ivar – Estonia (2012)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dear Dr. Di Bartolomeo. – Thanks so much for all the research you've done and for the treatment
[…] you've found. It’s life changing. And of course, feel free to use my comments.
I am also spreading the word to Russian internet forums where I was looking for answers and
saw people suffering from the same condition.
All the best to you and your team. Warm regards.
Svetlana A. – Russia (2012)
______________________________________________________________________________
I have had issues with both ETs since heavy rounds of steroids for a lung issue several years ago.
The right ear corrected itself, the left never did. I have been dealing with it for almost 4 years.,
praying for relief. PatulEND® is a God send for me. When I first started using it, I had to use [it]
2-3 times a day. Now, a little more than 3 and a half months later, I use it once for about every 3
days. It does burn and sting (it brings tears to my eyes) but it is so worth the relief!
Kimberly W. D., PhD Audiologist – Florida (2012)
______________________________________________________________________________
A few days ago I tried the formulation of the drops that you sent me two years ago, on another
patient. They are still working! Buona sera.
Andrea G., MD, Ear, Nose and Throat – Italy (2012)
______________________________________________________________________________
Thank you. I started using PatulEND® last year and after several weeks of daily use I started to
experience relief. I notice I need to use it 2 or 3 times per week to maintain relief. It has been a
remarkable improvement in my quality of life. Thank you.
______________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for re-filling my PatulEND®. I started using PatulEND® last year and have had
excellent results. I now go many days without using it. I cannot believe what relief it has given
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me. I am absolutely thrilled to be symptom free. [My doctor] told me that he had heard that
patients had positive results from PatulEND®, so I decided to give it a try. I cannot thank you
enough!
Rebecca W. – California (2012)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D – [I] want to say, "Thank you". The drops have been the only thing that's helped me.
I discovered I have my "PET" since March, since I have been on the drops I have seen great
improvement. I will continue to use these drops until I'm cured. I'm grateful that you and your
staff [took] the time to research this disorder. I do hope one day that the FDA will approve these
drops for I know it will help many as it has helped me. Once again thank you please never let
these drops disappear it does work and I'm proof of it.
Thank you,
Tracey B. – Texas (2012)
______________________________________________________________________________
I have been using PatulEND since May. I play golf most very day and prior to using
PatulEND®, I suffered every time with my inner ear issue. I now use PatulEND® every time I
play and I would say I have experienced no issues most days and maybe, mid round, I sense it
starting, but as quickly as I notice it, it's gone. Your product is terrific.
Alfred H. – Nevada (2012)
______________________________________________________________________________
As you know, I have been taking PatulEND®20 for about 8 years. It is not a stretch to tell you
the use of it has been a lifesaver for me. Before I started to use it I had become a recluse. It was
impossible to socialize. From the first application, I was able to return to my normal life.
George M. – Arizona (2012)
______________________________________________________________________________
My name is Jose A. I’m from Brazil, a 30 year old physician. My symptoms began about 8
months ago, when I felt my ears propping when I swallowed. More recently, I felt this “popping”
in the left ear when I opened my mouth to eat. The autophony is intermittent, I wake up without
symptoms, but as the day goes, they begin and get worse. Sometimes I feel the ear “breathing”
and [it] gets better when I lay down my head or sit down and rest a little. When I do exercise or
walk a lot, the symptoms begin. I went to an ENT, but on that occasion, the tube was working
and he didn’t see the movement of the tympanic membrane. I´ve tried treatments with hyper
hydration, iodine potassium and nasal saline solution, but it won’t work. I ordered the
PatulEND®, and it works. I also have TMJ
Dr. Jose A. – Brazil (2012)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D. – I have been meaning to send you an e-mail for weeks. I was diagnosed with Wegnener’s
Granulomatosis in May 2009. I started to experience autophony, hearing my own breathing in
spring of 2011. For over a year I was treated for allergies. Finally this past May I diagnosed
myself with Patulous Eustachian Tube which was confirmed by Dr. […] in August. He
prescribed PatulEND®. I had been carrying around the information for weeks but he was the
first one to tell me it was safe to try! Within just a few days I knew it was going to work. I feel
like it is a miracle for me. Can not tell you how happy I am to have found PatulEND®! Thanks,
Lucinda N. – Massachusetts (2012)
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______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. Di Bartolomeo – I’ve been using the PatulEND® for about 6 months. Improvement was
gradual but complete. However, symptoms do return and I’m using the product every 2nd or 3rd
day. Over the years I’ve had numerous diagnoses and tried many things. PatulEND® is the only
thing that has provided any relief. Thank you
Everett L. – Massachusetts (2012)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dear Di Bartolomeo – Another year has gone by since I have been using PatulEND® which I use
occasionally as needed. When my ear pops and I start talking nasally, I grab the PatulEND® and
within minutes I am back to normal. I call it the “Miracle Medication.” Without it, I would spend
the day in misery, bending my head down trying to un-pop my ear, etc.
God bless you for your great work and dedication.
Arline C. – California (2012)
______________________________________________________________________________
DR. D – The drops have worked beautifully and my symptoms have almost fully resolved. What
a relief! I thank you from the bottom of my heart.
Ronan O. – California (2011)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dear Dr. Di Bartolomeo – I want to wish you happy holidays and thank you for the past year.
PatulEND® has made a major change in my well-being and life.
I started with PatulEND® [at] the end of last January after being diagnosed by Dr. […]. I
suffered with a patulous Eustachian tube over the last several years. In November, 2010, I even
had my deviated septum operated on to try to relieve the nasalness. Also I went to several
doctors who gave me all kinds of prescriptions for allergies. I know a couple of them thought I
was “crazy” when I demonstrated how I bent my head over. One doctor thought I was putting on
my nasalness. Once my right ear popped in the morning, I was miserable talking.
Now, I carry PatulEND® in my purse and carry it wherever I go. I am using it less and less.
[…] God bless you,
Arline C. – California (2011)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D – PatulEND® is wonderful! I am amazed at how effective it is after such a short time
using it, about a month, and I am essentially PET free in one of my ears most of the time. The
other is improved but taking a little longer to obtain the same result. I use the product every
morning and evening.
Maurice B. – Arizona (2010)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D – We would like to express our heartfelt thank you for the wonderful product you
developed called PatulEND®. After only 2 applications, my husband’s ears are back to total
normal. It truly is a miracle after 3 years of suffering. Meeting you was a pleasure. So, thank you
again for saving our sanity. Sincerely,
Philip and Heidi L. – California (2010)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D – Thank you so much. The drops continue to be a life saver for me. Having PET for over
35 years without any relief was very hard. The drops work for several days sometimes. If I am
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stressed or dehydrated I need more. Please don’t stop making this product. I am very thankful for
PatulEND®.
Vicki – Alabama (2010)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr Di – Thank you for responding to my feedback. You are welcome to use any comments I
have made as you see fit. I have been using the PatulEND®20 drops. You provide a great
product; I hope you continue with it. The only other available nasal drops that I can think of are
Premarin. It was prescribed to me but it was not very effective, and was expensive, but it was the
only alternative. I am surprised more MDs don't recommend your drops. Thank you again for
developing such an effective and convenient treatment for this absolutely insane disorder.
Tom D. – Maine (2010)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D – I have been using your nose drops for over a year now to treat my patulous Eustachian
tube and I want to thank you for the relief you have given me.
Deane C. – California (2010)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr D – I find it much better to use up to eight drops and to put the solution in a glass dropper
before applying through my nose to my Eustachian tube. This allows it to get to my ear much
easier.
I have also found that using the drops before lying down in bed at night also works very well as
the horizontal position keeps the drops in place in the tube and gives me longer relief the
following day.
Jim B. – Florida (2010)
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. Di Bartolomeo – I am delighted to hear from you! And was so happy to hear yesterday that
PatulEND® is now available. I informed a fellow audiologist here […] of the fact yesterday,
and will fill in two more […] in 2 weeks. Not to mention my former colleagues via internet!
I'm retired now, as you know, but we keep in touch. You will never know how very grateful I am
for you and your PET drops. If ever anyone had a mission in this life, the discovery and delivery
of these drops to distraught people (as I was), is yours. And, (speaking for God), I'll say you're
fulfilling your mission rather well. Your grateful friend and patient,
Susan P. PhD – Virginia (2007)
______________________________________________________________________________
[…] Lo primero gracias por el support que nos has dado a Pilar y a mi. Sufro de PET desde
hace 3 años sucedió en mi viaje de novios y mi vida ha sido una tortura desde entonces... He
estado en 11 otorrinos y he viajado a Alemania a una clinica de rehabilitacion. He gastado todo
mi dinero y mi salud mental y nadie en Europa me da una solución. Acaba de llegarme el
producto y me he puesto a llorar...!!!!! Antes de nada quiero tener claro como utilizarlo. Tienes
algunas instrucciones en español?? Cuantas gotas hay que aplicar?? mi problema solo es el
oido izquierdo. Cada cuantos dias??
Me da mucha pena haberme enterarado de que habeis estado enValencia porque si alguno de
los otorrinos me lo hubiera dicho hubiera ido a conoceros. Me gustaria formar parte de
cualquier estudio. o publicación sobre PET y asi poder ayudar a todas las personas que sufren
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esta enfermedad. En cuanto reciba vuestra respuesta con las dudas sobre la aplicacion del
producto empezare a probarloo.
Gracias otra vez y que Dios os Bendiga!!
Marta – […] Spain
P.D. Yo vivo en […] España, si alguna vez viajais por esta zona con la familia, amigos o
vacaciones contar con mi hospitalidad de mi casa y mi amistad
(English translation) First thank you for the support you have given us, to Pilar and me. I have
suffered from PET for 3 years in my honeymoon and my life has been torture since ... I've been
to 11 ENTs and have traveled to Germany to a rehabilitation clinic. I spent all my money and my
sanity and no one in Europe gives me a solution. As soon as the product reached me, I began to
cry ...!! First of all I want to be clear how to use it. Do you have instructions in Spanish?? Few
drops should be applied? My problem is the left ear only. Every few days??
I am very sorry that I didn’t know you had been to Valencia, because if any of the ENT doctors
had told me, I would have gone to meet you. I would like to be part of any study or publication
on PET and so to help all people suffering from this disease. Upon receipt of your response with
instructions about the application of the product, I will begin to try it.
Thanks again and God Bless you!
Marta – […] Spain
P. S. I live in […] Spain, if ever you are ever in this area with family, friends or on vacation, you
are welcomed in my home with hospitality and friendship
______________________________________________________________________________
Thank you. I started using PatulEND® last year and after several weeks of daily use I started to
experience relief. I notice I need to use it 2 or 3 times per week to maintain relief. It has been a
remarkable improvement in my quality of life. Thank you.
Rebecca W. – California
______________________________________________________________________________
Dear friend Joe – I use your NutriENT®4 nasal spray every evening and some mornings. As you
may recall, my pharynx was zapped with 2000 rads in 1989 for squamous cell ca of the tonsil.
I’m convinced your spray has kept my Eustachian tube in working order and my ear quiet. I’m
concerned that you might retire and discontinue production. Please allay my fears so I won’t
have to be treated for anxiety.
[…]
Here’s wishing you good health, which I trust you have.
Cordially,
Charles A. MD – Florida
______________________________________________________________________________
My name is Nicole H. and I have ordered PatulEND® drops from you a couple of times. I have
started a support group online for PET suffers. If any ENT doctors or patients with PET would
like to join, please follow the link below. Members give a history of their problems and record
data, so it could be a great learning tool, should enough people join.
Thank you,
Nicole H. – Australia
______________________________________________________________________________
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PatulEND® has worked for me! […]
Thanks for your consideration.
Jacqui G. – Missouri
______________________________________________________________________________
Dear Dr. Di Bartolomeo – My Otologist is one of my favorite people here […] and there are so
[…] many patients that need me here. I was worried that my patulous Eustachian tube was going
to do me in. Thank you from the bottom of my heart. The drops are working well. I can’t tell
you how much I appreciate having found the solution. This has been so troublesome for me and
I’m so grateful for your work in this area. Thank you from the bottom of my heart.
Karen L.-R., MD – Indiana
______________________________________________________________________________
Dear Dr. Di Bartolomeo – I am sure you know how much my husband, […] enjoyed talking with
you this morning. He is most happy to add his name to the long list of your satisfied patients.
The drops have worked beautifully and his symptoms have almost fully resolved. What a relief-to him and to me!
[…]
With our appreciation and thanks,
Ronan O. & Carol T. – California
______________________________________________________________________________
I have been taking PatulEND® for almost 6 years, and it has been a pure savior for me; without
it I would not be able to function.
George M. – Arizona
______________________________________________________________________________
Dr. D – “I don’t type but I want you to note somewhere in your records that the drops work!”
I have ordered two times. 6/28/10 and 12/15/10.
Duane T. – Arizona (2010)
______________________________________________________________________________
(Copy of a letter to a physician) On July 10, 2009, you may recall, I had an appointment with
you to see if you could resolve a chronic condition that had plagued me for years known as PET.
After a thorough evaluation, your only solution as I recall was to place a tube in the “Eustachian
tube.” It was your observation that in most patients that after a period of time the tube dislodged
and patients opted not to have another tube re-inserted. Additionally you made a call to a
colleague of yours to see if he may know of a treatment unknown to yourself. You called me
shortly thereafter only to report that no predictable treatment existed for this annoying medical
condition.
As you are well aware this condition can drive a person “nuts;” so as you can imagine I
continued my search for a treatment for PET. I am very happy to report that I did indeed find
a treatment to rid me of that frustrating condition and I no longer have the problem but
only on rare occasions and I can gain quick relief with a nasal spray. I visited Dr. Di
Bartolomeo in January of this year and within about two and a half months of self treating
with PatulEND® nasal drops I am comfortable and so gratified to have found a successful
treatment. The few times I had a touch of the same problem, one application of what I
assume is also PatulEND® liquid in a nasal spray and the problem goes away.
______________________________________________________________________________
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